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	Data Push Apps with HTML5 SSE: Pragmatic Solutions for Real-World Clients, 9781449371937 (1449371930), O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Make sure your website or web application users get content updates right now with minimal latency. This concise guide shows you how to push new data from the server to clients with HTML5 Server-Sent Events (SSE), an exceptional technology that doesn’t require constant polling or user interaction. You’ll learn how to build a real-world SSE application from start to finish that solves a demanding domain problem.

	
		You’ll also discover how to increase that application’s desktop and mobile browser support from 60% to 99%, using different fallback solutions. If you’re familiar with HTML, HTTP, and basic JavaScript, you’re ready to get started.

		
			Determine whether SSE, WebSockets, or data pull is best for your organization
	
			Develop a working SSE application complete with backend and frontend solutions
	
			Address error handling, system recovery, and other issues to make the application production-quality
	
			Explore two fallback solutions for browsers that don’t support SSE
	
			Tackle security issues, including authorization and "disallowed origin"
	
			Develop realistic, repeatable data that’s useful in test-driven SSE design
	
			Learn SSE protocol elements not covered in the example application
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Jump Start Node.jsSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2012

	
	
		One of the difficulties I had when trying to learn Node.js was how to get started.
	
		The references that I found either dealed with quasi-academic topics such as datagrams
	
		and event emitters, or else myopically focused on a topic without regard for
	
		the big picture. This book takes you through the complete process of...


		

Estate Regeneration and Its Discontents: Public Housing, Place and Inequality in LondonPolicy Press, 2021

	Using original interviews with estate residents in London, Watt provides a vivid account of estate regeneration and its impacts on marginalised communities in London, showing their experiences and perspectives. He demonstrates the dramatic impacts that regeneration and gentrification can have on socio-spatial inequality....

		

The Hypothetical Species: Variables of Human EvolutionSpringer, 2019

	
		This book is a provocative and invigorating real-time exploration of the future of human evolution by two of the world’s leading interdisciplinary ecologists – Michael Charles Tobias and Jane Gray Morrison. Steeped in a rich multitude of the sciences and humanities, the book enshrines an elegant narrative that is highly...






	

Photonic Crystals: Molding the Flow of Light (Second Edition)Princeton Press, 2008
Since it was first published in 1995, Photonic Crystals has remained the definitive text for both undergraduates and researchers on photonic band-gap materials and their use in controlling the propagation of light. This newly expanded and revised edition covers the latest developments in the field, providing the most up-to-date, concise,...

		

Generic Programming: Advanced Lectures (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2003
Generic programming attempts to make programming more efficient by making it more general. This book is devoted to a novel form of genericity in programs, based on parameterizing programs by the structure of the data they manipulate.
The book presents the following four revised and extended chapters first given as lectures at the Generic...


		

Oracle DBA Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2005

	
		The Oracle database is one of the most popular in the world, and for good reason. It's compatible, scalable, portable, and capable of performing incredibly fast. The advantages Oracle holds over its competition come with a price, however--it's a highly complex database that's becoming more complex with every release. And...
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